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	untitled1: Suggested behavior based on the podcast: E4 Valuing our mastery with Juju Hook
	untitled2: Able to increase my prices so that my time is valued by myself and my clients. 
	untitled3: I want to increase my hourly rate by 25%, or to be standard with others in my industry with my expertise, in particular I want to have parity with men in my field.
	untitled4: By the start of next month.
	untitled5: I will change my rates on my website and marketing materials for all new clients.
	untitled6: I will send a message to my current clients who have been working with me for more than a year informing them of the update. I will wait a year before asking new clients. 
	untitled7: If clients hesitate or want to talk about my raise I will set aside time for these calls. 
	untitled8: If I have to make calls to clients I will schedule 1 a day
	untitled9: I will expect a month for this transition period
	untitled10: I will schedule reminders in my calendar to contact clients. I will put a deadline on my calendar for all changes to be made.
	untitled11: Clients will say no or leave.
	untitled12: I will tell my friend/partner/coach that I am increasing my rates, get advice on what to say, and ask them to follow up with me on how many clients said yes, so I can see results more clearly.
	untitled13: I will keep track of the clients I have spoken with and who says yes and no. I will create new database to track dates and responses. I will create a percentage total of who agrees.
	untitled14: Additional income will be reward in itself. I will remind myself I am worth this. I will think of how to re-invest additional funds in my growth. 
	untitled15: Track departing clients & whether my rates were part of decision. Ask for feedback on my work & their reasons for leaving. If clients say no, accept this for now & ask to circle back in 6 months. I will consider if some clients can be dropped, if they don't value me & I can afford fewer on higher rates. 
	untitled16: I will ask my most loyal and trustworthy clients about the process, what they value in me, and how they would present the increase, accepting that the justification can be very brief.
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